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Abstract- Cloud Computing is the new style of computing which provide different type of services like-servers, storage, 

application, database, networking, software and more over the internet on the user’s computer or devices. Cloud computing is 

in demand and it is also getting progressed constantly which led to increase the traffic on the cloud servers. So load balancing 

become an essential thought in the cloud computing environment. There are three different architectures centralized, 

decentralized and hierarchical are available for load balancing in the cloud environment. In centralized there is a load balancer 

in middle that make all the decisions and in decentralized many number of load balancers make decision collectively whereas in 

hierarchical load balancers are placed in a tree like structure. In this paper performance of all the three architectures are 

compared in the public cloud environment. The simulation result of these architectures shows that the hierarchical architecture 

of load balancer is the best for the public cloud condition and for the further research scope it might be tried that result are same 

for the other sort of cloud or not. 
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1.  Introduction 

Now a days, computing turns out to be consistently more vital and more utilized. The measure of data traded over 

the networks or put away on a PC is expanding consistently. Accordingly, to handle or process this huge amount of 

data and to meet the needs of organisations more PC hardware is needed. To take full advantage of their venture, 

the over-equipped companies and organisations open the infrastructure they have to others by exploiting the 

Internet and related advances like web 2.0 and other rising technologies like virtualization by figuring a brand new 

model: the cloud computing[1]. 

Cloud computing is an internet based model in which few self contained abstraction such as infrastructural 

elements, application development and deployment environments, self contained software applications and all 

these abstraction are delivered as a service similar to utilities such as water and electricity. And all these services 

are available anywhere at any time only thing user need is an internet connection [2]. The definition of cloud 

computing provided by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) says that: "Cloud computing is a 

model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources 

(e.g., networks, servers, storage applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 

minimal management effort or service provider interaction [3]. 

Cloud computing provides various benefits to the organizations and the individuals by reducing cost and 

increasing flexibility. There are a lot of companies and an organization that uses the cloud and each one want the 

best performance, so there is a need of load balancing. Load balancing is the technique of distributing the load 

among different devices in any network[4]. Accordingly load should be distributed over the devices in the cloud 

environment so that each resource does the equal amount of work at any point of time. In the event that likewise of 

a node failure the system ought to ordinarily adjust the undertakings influenced to the inadequate asset so 

accessibility is protected and the client still could benefit from cloud capacities immediately in execution [5],  [6]. 

Main aim of load balancing are scalability, adaptability, cost effectiveness and to maintain steadiness. In cloud 

computing there is lot of techniques exists for load balancing. In a cloud environment Load balancers can be 

placed or deployed in three ways that are centralized, decentralized and hierarchical architecture [7]. 

The main aim this paper is to compare performance of all the cloud computing architecture in public cloud 

environment. This paper begin by quickly portraying the cloud computing that what it is and which services cloud 

provide to a consumer. In the section 2 load balancing architecture are discussed in detail. Third chapter focuses on 

the related work that is already done and reviewed to do following work. The research methodology used and 

experimental sittings that are done in order to compare the performance are stated in section 4. Chapter 5 shows 

the results after simulation. Finally section 6 proposes the conclusion and the scope for future work. 
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2. Load Balancing Architectures 

There are various ways in which nodes are established in a network. On the bases of spatial distribution of nodes 

that which node is responsible for the load balancing can be divided into three types of architectures that are: 

 

 Centralized Load Balancing 

 Decentralized Load Balancing 

 Hierarchical Load Balancing 

 

In Centralized Load balancing all the allocations of load balancers and decisions are made by a single node that 

which cloud asset does which assignment and via using which technique. So a single central node is the main 

factor to handle the load balancing of the whole system those results into the less overall time. As compare to 

distributed method it has less overhead and it work on the bases of global view of the system [8]. 

Scalability of this type of architecture is poor and it also constitutes a single point of failure. In this there is lot of 

chances that central node gets failed and it is very difficult to get recovered from a node failure. In this central 

node decide that which algorithm (Static or Dynamic) should be applied for load balancing, based on the overall 

knowledge of cloud network that is stored in the central node. In this approach an incorporated load balancer is 

enforced within the client space. This frequently gathers workload information from the all alternative 

workstations and at a point when a new job arrive it directs the job to appropriate processor, based on the collected 

workload information [9]. 

 

In Decentralized Load Balancing technique to make the precise load balancing decisions there are a number of 

load balancer monitor the system workload instead of single node in centralized technique. This technique offers 

awesome adaptability and versatility. Each Load balancer in the framework keeps up neighborhood information 

base to guarantee productive distribution of jobs in static condition and re-distribution in dynamic condition. 

In decentralized load balancing each load balancer in a framework may use different algorithm for the distribution 

of the jobs. In this type of scenario, there is less chances of node failure. Hence the framework is more reliable and 

fault tolerant and none of the node get overloaded [10]. 

 

These types of architectures can easily tolerate the failure and have less administrative burden. If any single node 

stops working then the whole network still works well. Moreover, these networks can also tolerate the multiple 

node failure over time. These networks only require a little intervention from human operator because these are 

self-healing and self-organizing network [11]. 

 

In Hierarchical load balancing load balancers are placed in a tree like structure in which main load balancer 

(parent node) receives all request and spread these request to different load balancer (children) at different level. 

The load balancer at different level can use different algorithm. In this every node is managed and balanced by the 

parent node. The parent node is responsible for scheduling, allocation and for distributing the load to its child node 

[12]. It is combination of centralized and decentralized so take the advantage of both the technique. 

Hierarchical architecture easily can be used in large homogeneous or heterogeneous networks. This architecture 

also has some disadvantage that it is complex and hard to implement. It also includes extra overhead of sort out 

between the load balancers themselves and these are less fault tolerant[13]. 

 

3. Related Work 

In traditional computing system it is assumed that communication overhead between processors is almost same or 

it is ignored because at that time task grain size and number of hopes that have to be traversed are small[14-16]. 

But in the case of cloud computing environment data size and the task grain size is big which cause big 

communication delay and reduce the accuracy of load balancing and at last that lead to aging problem of gathered 

information. 

In centralized load balancing there is a central computer that collects all the information about the system and 

makes it global. It works well when the number of processor is up to few thousand [17]. However in the case of 

large distributed systems it is nonscalable and have other limitations like [18], [20]: (1) central node need a large 

amount of storage capacity to store global information: (2) With large number of processors central node 

communication can become bottleneck: (3) the process of gathering global information may become an expensive 

process. As compare to centralized systems, decentralized load balancing system is more scalable in large 

distributed system [21], [22]. In this each processor share load information with its neighbor processors only [23]. 

However it also has limitations in practice. For example in case of non preemptive scheduler it suffers from aging 

of workload information. This delay leads the load balancing to make poor decision and to have large response 

time. In hierarchical load balancing strategy processors are divided into groups and the groups are divided into a 
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hierarchy. This system deal with scalability problem and also reduce the response time and the memory required 

for the storing information. In this a tree like structure is formed and each processor at lowest level of the tree send 

the work load information with parent processors respectively. But in this as the size of load balancing meta data 

grows, the cost for load balancing also get increased [24-27]. 

 

4. Simulation Setup 

As in cloud computing still there is uncertainty that which load balancing architecture works better in which 

environment. So to contribute in that main aim of this paper is to compare all the three architecture in public 

cloud environment and to find answer to the question that: out of centralized, decentralized and hierarchical load 

balancing architecture which one have the best performance in the identical cloud environment when analyzed on 

the bases of two measure that are server load and response time? 

To get the answer of the above mentioned question a simulation is done in a simulation tool that includes 

following steps: 

 Firstly all the critical elements like number of nodes in framework, load balancing technique to be used, and 

how load balancers are placed in the framework are identified. 

 Number of nodes are varied a number of time to stimulate it better like an original cloud. Because in reality 

number of user may increase or decrease at any time. 

 Two simple algorithm are selected first one is Round Robin in which a slice of time is given to each  process 

and second one is number of connection that try to make equal number of request on each server. 

 Two measures are selected to analyze the performance that are: Server Load and Response Time. 

 Different scenarios are implemented for different architectures. 

 Run the simulation for a number of times to get improved result and accept the mean outcome 

The simulation framework that was network simulator Opnet modeler is installed and run on a Compaq laptop 

with Intel Dual Core CPU, 2.13 GHz, 2 GB RAM, Window 8 of 64 bit as an operating system. For simulation a 

database type service with application type of heavy load database query is run on the public type of cloud 

Model. There are 5 total numbers of servers for fulfilling the request. In centralized one load balancer is placed in 

middle to balance the whole load and in decentralized the entire requests are divided between two load balancers. 

Three load balancers are placed in a tree like structure to form a hierarchical architecture. In this one is work as 

root and other two works as child load balancers. Each architecture is simulated for 1 hour with many repetitions 

on different number of users. The Following table shows the simulation setting for different scenario: 

 
Table 1. Simulation Setup 

Parameter                     Value  

Service Type Database  

   Application Type   Heavy load database query 

Cloud Deployment Model Public  

Simulation Time   1 Hour  

Number of Server 5 Servers  
   Number of Client 20, 40 and 90 clients 

   Number of load balancer (Centralized) 1 Load Balancer  

Number of load balancer (Decentralized) 2 Load Balancer  

   Number of load balancer (Hierarchical) 3 Load Balancer  

 

The numbers of clients are 20, 40 and 80. Centralized, decentralized and hierarchical include 1, 2 and 3 load 

balancers respectively. Which load balancer use which algorithm is shown in the following table: 
 

Table 2. Simulation Balancers Algorithm 

Scenario Load Balancer Algorithm 

Centralized Load Balancer Round Robin 

   

Decentralized Load Balancer 1 

Load Balancer 2 

No of Connection 

Round Robin 

   

Hierarchical Load Balancer prnt 

Load Balancer CH1 

Load Balancer Ch2 

Round Robin 

No. of Connection 

No. of Connection 
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Fig.1: Centralized Load Balancing Architecture 

 

As shown in Fig.1, The centralized has one load balancer that is using the round robin algorithm to make the 

decisions. When any host make a request, the request goes to his client gateway and then to the team gateway 

through ip_cloud. The team gateway sends the request to load balancer, then it is decided that which server serves 

the request. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.2: Decentralized Load Balancing Architecture 
 
As shown in Fig.2, The decentralized has two load balancers, one of them is making decision on the basis of 
number of connection where as other is using the round robin algorithm to make the decision. In this same as in 
centralized all the requests get together at team gateway and after that the requests are handled to one of the load 
balancers. Then each load balancers keep track of the load of some of the servers and on the basis of that request is 
submitted to one of the servers. 

As shown in Fig.3, The hierarchical, root node make use of round robin algorithm and the child nodes are making 

decisions on the basis of number of connections. In this firstly all the requests from gateway is given to the load 

balancer at the root node, this load balancers have information about the status of its child load balancers. On the 

basis of that information request is handled by one of the child load balancer then same as in decentralized these 

child node have information about some of the servers and then these requests are submitted to one of the server 

appropriately. 
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5. Result and Discussion  

The simulation is done in OPNET tool on the each type of architecture.. The results are taken on the bases of 

Server Load and Response Time. 

 Server Load  

Server Load is used to show that how many processes are waiting to get the server. If the number of processes in 

waiting get increased performance is not good. Fig 4- Fig.6 showing the server load in each architecture by varying 

the number of clients from 20 to 80. For different number of clients average server load is computed. Average 

server load is calculated as the number of running processes by each server/ second (request/ second). 

 

                
 

Fig. 4. Load on each server in each architecture when the number of client was 20 

 

Figure 4 is showing the average server load on each server for each type of architecture when the number of users 

are set to 20. It is found that centralized architecture have more load than decentralized in the case of server A, C, 

D and E. Only in case of server B decentralized is showing more load. But for all the servers when numbers of 

users are 20, the hierarchical architecture outperformed the centralized and decentralized architecture.  
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                     Fig 3: Hierarchical Load Balancing Architecture\ 
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Fig. 5 shows the status of each server in terms of server load when the number of clients are 40. It shows that 

centralized and decentralized almost giving same results, on some servers centralized is good while on some 

others decentralized is better than centralized. As it is showing that centralized has less load than decentralized 

in the case of server A, D and E. But in this also the hierarchical is showing the best result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Load on each server in each architecture when the number of client was 40 

 
 

               
 

Fig. 6. Load on each server in each architecture when the number of client was 80 

 

The average load on each server when the number of users is 80 as shown in the figure 6. In this when the 

results are taken, it is found that centralized and decentralized have almost same performance. But on each 

server the hierarchical architecture shows the better result.  

After viewing all these three graphs it is analyzed that hierarchical architecture is better than the other two 

architectures in the case of public cloud. The result shows that the hierarchical load balancer outperformed the 

centralized and decentralized load balancer. This is due to the fact that hierarchical load balancer distribute the 

load among different servers efficiently as compared to the centralized load balancer and decentralized load 

balancer. 
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 Response Time  

Response time is the time take by a system to react to a request. Low value of response time shows that load 

balancing is implemented very well. Fig. 7 displays the results on the bases of response time. In the graph 

vertical and horizontal axis represents the response time and the number of clients respectively. Fig.7 shows the 

response time of all the servers with different number of clients in all the three architectures. It is clear from the 

graph that response time increases with the increases the number of clients.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Fig. 7. Response time of each architecture with different number of user 

 
In each case centralized and decentralized architecture almost have the same response time whereas hierarchical 
shows less response time. It means hierarchical load balancer handles the request well when it arrives. 
The result shows that hierarchical architecture has better performance than the other two architectures. 
Hierarchical propose good result because load balancer balance the load across its sub tree. Groups are much 
smaller than the entire set of processors so reduce time and memory required for the load balancing. At each 
level workload information is converted in such a way that root node represent their entire sub trees. So it looks 
like that all the nodes belong to the root node. By using this root node can apply centralized load balancing to 
each sub domain and can take advantage of centralized load balancing 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
Cloud Computing is a rising and most trending field of IT industry that uses the internet to provide all the things 

like data, infrastructure, platform as a service via internet. But still it is in developing mode so having many 

issues and challenges. One of the main issues out of all is Load Balancing that is required to distribute the load 

to get better performance.  
Main aim of the paper is to compare different type of load balancing architectures in public cloud computing 

environment on the bases of some measures. So these are simulated via using a network simulator that is Opnet 

modeler at different scales. Finally it is concluded that hierarchical architecture has better performance than the 

other two architectures.  
In fact, in the case of load balancing there is no “one size fits all”. This means, as we know the performance of 
load balancing depends on various factors like type of application, type of load, type of architecture and many 
other variables. So as the variables get changed there may be a change in result also. In future this simulation 

can be done under another circumstance to check that it proposes same result or not. 
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